
RESEARCH PROGRAMS 

STAGE 2: RESEARCH TOPIC STATEMENT1 

Submit completed form to mdtresearch@mt.gov. All fields are required, except the last field: XVIII, Sponsor(s). Incomplete 
forms will not be accepted. 

I. TITLE: Effectiveness of Highway Safety Public Education at Montana Motor Vehicle Division and Vehicle Registration
Stations by streaming safety videos

II. TOPIC STATEMENT:  There is a need to educate Montanans about highway safety, the consequences of exhibiting risky
behaviors while driving such as texting while driving, driving while impaired or distracted, driving unbuckled; and the benefits
of proven innovative road safety countermeasures such as roundabouts and rumble strips installed by public transportation
agencies. There is an opportunity to install video equipment at select Motor Vehicle Divisions licensing and vehicle registration
stations around the state to continuously play highway safety video clips. At many of these locations, the public has waiting
times of five minutes or longer. This is enough time for people to give their attention to a video screen playing safety messages.

III. RELATED RESEARCH SUMMARY FROM STAGE 1: TRID did not find results specific to safety videos related to showing them at
Motor Vehicle Division or Vehicle Registration offices.  However, there was two related research projects for using educational
video to affect driver behavior and the better way to present educational videos:
1) Impact of Education and Awareness Programs on the Usage and Attitude Towards Texting While Driving Among Young

Drivers indicates that repeated consistent messaging about the danger of texting while driving may help in reducing texting
while driving among young drivers.  2)   Employing Humor and Celebrities to Manipulate Passengers’ Attention to Pre-Flight
Safety Briefing Videos in Commercial Aviation; this research indicates the most effective way for people to retain information
was through using humorous videos versus using celebrities or standard safety video.

IV. RESEARCH PROPOSED:  This research would be the collection of data by giving short surveys to people as they conclude their
business and prepare to leave. This data will be useful for identifying educational gaps, safety focus areas, educating
legislators, etc. It would also provide important information about the safety culture, attitudes and beliefs of Montana drivers
and provide insight into developing projects and programs to improve highway safety and reducing serious injuries and
fatalities caused by vehicle crashes.

V. RESEARCH PERIOD (Time to complete research project.): 1.5  to 2 years

VI. IT COMPONENT: Identify if the project includes an IT component (purchasing of IT hardware, development of
databases, acquisition of existing applications, etc.). If so, describe IT component in as much detail as possible.
The plan is to buy 24 televisions and have them installed at the Motor Vehicle Division and County Registration
locations.  This research will focus on at least the seven largest urban cities in Montana.  These TVs will not need to
be connected to any network as prerecorded material will be provided by flash-drives.

VII. FEASIBILITY, PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS, AND RISK: The purchasing and installation of the TV’s is expected to be
straight forward and low risk (in communication with DOJ personnel).  The data gathering by interviews and
reporting out should also be straight forward for any public involvement firm that specializes in this type of work.
The most challenging part of this research is to develop and maintain the video content so that it remains fresh and
relevant for the viewers.

1 Note: All research topics submitted become public property and submitters are not guaranteed to receive a contract for any work that 
may result from this topic statement. 
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VIII. URGENCY, IMPORTANCE, AND EXPECTED BENEFITS/PAY-OFF: Address urgency, timeliness, and importance of 
the research. Identify if the research is required for any federal or state initiative or compliance. This section 
must include a description of how this research will help to meet MDT’s mission (i.e., serve the public by 
providing a transportation system and services that emphasize quality, safety, cost effectiveness, economic 
vitality and/or sensitivity to the environment). 
This research will clearly support MDT’s Vision Zero goal of no fatalities or serious injuries are acceptable on 
Montana’s highways.  The educational component is shown as a strategy within Montana’s Comprehensive 
Highway Safety Plan.  These educational videos will also support the Department’s current effort to educate the 
traveling public on various topics such as proper use of roundabouts, flashing yellow arrows and rumble strips to 
name a few.  

 
IX. IMPLEMENTABILITY, IMPLEMENTATION PLAN, AND RESPONSIBILITY: Address the implementability of the expected results 

from the proposed project. Identify products that will enhance implementation. Identify any known implementation 
barriers and how these barriers might be eliminated or reduced. Identify MDT office or entity outside of MDT responsible 
for implementation. Describe initial implementation plan, include timeframe for implementation.  
The results from this research data will be useful for identifying educational gaps, safety focus areas, educating legislators, etc. 
It would also provide important information about the safety culture, attitudes and beliefs of Montana drivers and provide 
insight into developing projects and programs to improve highway safety and reducing serious injuries and fatalities caused by 
vehicle crashes 

 
X. MDT PRIORITY FOCUS AREAS: MDT may, as often as annually, identify priority research focus areas. These focus 

areas will be listed on http://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/unique/solicit.shtml. The priority focus of this research is 
traffic safety education for the traveling public. 

 
XI. TOTAL COST ESTIMATE (If the project proposal comes in at a higher cost, it may require further approval and may 

be delayed.): The cost estimate of this research is 150k.  The scope is expected to be hiring a consultant firm that 
specializes in this type of work, buying and installing televisions, and the development of content to play on these TV 
monitors. The cost of this research can be dependent on if the panel members choose to use existing safety videos or 
choose to develop new ones.  
 

XII. MDT FUNDING SOURCE (If MDT Research, enter SPR): SPR 
 

XIII. FUNDING MATCH SOURCE AND AMOUNT: Click or tap here to enter any funding match and the source of the match. 
 

XIV. FUNDING PARTNER(S): Click or tap here to enter any funding partners. 
 

XV. POTENTIAL TECHNICAL PANEL MEMBERS (At this time, individuals do not necessarily need to be identified; 
rather, MDT offices and outside entities can be named. However, if known, individuals may be named): Roy 
Peterson (MDT), Marcee Allen (FHWA), Sky Schaefer (DOJ), MDT Planning Division  

 
XVI. SUBMITTED BY: 

NAME: Roy Peterson 
TITLE: Traffic and Safety Engineer 
AFFILIATION: Montana Department of Transportation 
ADDRESS: 2701 Prospect Ave 
PHONE NO.: 444-9252 
E-MAIL: roypeterson@mt.gov 
 

XVII. CHAMPION: Must be internal to MDT, feel strongly that the research will benefit the Department, and is willing 
to chair the technical panel. Note: If a champion is not identified by you or Research staff, this topic statement 
will not move forward. 

NAME: Roy Peterson 
TITLE: Traffic and Safety Engineer 
AFFILIATION: Click or tap here to enter champion affiliation. 
ADDRESS: Click or tap here to enter champion address. 
PHONE NO.: Click or tap here to enter champion phone number. 
E-MAIL: Click or tap here to enter champion e-mail. 
 

http://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/unique/solicit.shtml


XVIII. SPONSOR(S) (optional): Must be internal to MDT (Division Administrator or higher) and willing to ensure 
implementation occurs, as appropriate. If a sponsor is not identified, this topic statement will not move forward. 

NAME: Dwane Kailey 
TITLE: Highways and Engineering Division Administrator 
AFFILIATION: Montana Department of Transportation 
ADDRESS: Helena  
PHONE NO.: 444-6414 
E-MAIL: dkailey@mt.gov 


